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Project Partners & Supporters

About the Cover Pictures:
And so it begins – Project Front Foot’s Brexit-busting trip to France and Germany.

Kit Donation

In a perfect piece of project timing, Richard
Bennett’s swag of clothing and equipment
arrived the day before the start of our sort and
pack exercise. A useful addition too in that, as
the picture opposite illustrates, along with the
kit were several equally valuable kit bags. A
Forty Club stalwart, Richard drove from
Guildford to project base camp for the
handover and was more than happy to stay on
for coffee and a cricketing catch-up. With the
final piece in the jigsaw, we were now ready for
our annual project packathon.

Sort & Pack XV

After a winter spent squirreled away from covid and climate, it was slightly unnerving for we
assembled sorters to suddenly find ourselves basking in unseasonably high temperatures and, rather
bizarrely, applying sunscreen! Of course, this wouldn’t last, and would come back to bite us in an
equally unnerving fashion. However, you take what you get and, if not making hay, we sorted and
packed revelling in the early chance to don shorts and t-shirts.
Unlike last year where the kit was counted and packed with the sorting for clubs left until Berlin, this
year we had our list of beneficiaries along with numbers of players and whether packing for seniors,
juniors, or women’s teams. As such, time was taken with each bag and specific requirements catered
for on the spot. As last year, we were grateful to Greys of Cambridge for supplying, along with other
items, four dozen coloured rubber bat grips. These were destined for the huge number of donated
bats in need of a little TLC. The addition of a new grip, whether to junior or senior bats, brought about
an immediate transformation guaranteeing an extended life into the bargain. With Tim and I claiming
a developing case of ‘weak hands,’ the task, not one to volunteer for, was allocated to Fred who, over
a four-day period, and fortified by tea, beer, and bacon butties, attached all 48!

Tim and I, meanwhile, when not marvelling at Fred’s touch and technique, soldiered on, in the process
requisitioning the entire forecourt, party wall and front garden, much to the curiosity of passing dogwalkers and horse-riders. A day or so into the exercise we hit upon a system that, rather than emptying
bags and separating items, saw us empty a bag and then fill it as per a club’s needs and requests. This
eased the chaos significantly and also enabled Tim to enter the bag’s contents on a spreadsheet; the
various totals of which would be needed for Customs documentation.
Given the life-affirming effects of four days on the Costa del Tilehurst, it was with more than a hint of
disappointment when the last bag was packed, its details entered, and we were able to sit back and
cast an eye over our efforts. Of the 37 bags, 32 were destined for clubs in France and Germany with
the remaining five set aside for air freight to Portugal. The only lingering doubt was whether the 32
would actually fit into our hire van. Experts in van packing over the years, Tim and I were quietly
confident, but no more than that.

Road Trip

1 APRIL: DOVER – CALAIS
Three-and-a-half years have passed since Project Front Foot last visited India. But a decade working in
and around Mumbai leaves its mark. And nowhere moreso than with Ramu’s Rule. This dictates that
before you do anything – order and collect breakfast! Indeed, distrust all ventures that do not include
food! So, while Tim went to collect our hire van, I set to cutting sandwiches and gathering oat cakes,
chocolate bars, fruit, and fruit juices.
We had – give or take the odd bout of GBH in persuading helmets and batting pads to fit into spaces
they had no right to inhabit – 32 large bags of kit and a van capacity that didn’t quite do justice at first
sight to the promised five cubic metres. The packing then was not without anxiety. In our customized
last-off/first-in version we started with the bags for Paris and Lille followed by those for Berlin (to be
stored in Essen while we find a carrier for onward passage), then the bags to be collected in Essen for

Oldenburg, Gelsenkirchen, Baden-Württemberg, and Kleve, and finally the ten bags destined to be
collected in Calais for Brive-la-Gaillarde, Rennes and La Rochelle.
Lulled into a false sense of security, the first leg to Dover, other than a couple of manageable detours,
started well. Only on entering the Kent snowfields – that is fields now under a blanket of snow and a
central reservation awash with slush – did we feel a slight twinge of apprehension. And then the
queuing started. Forget the P&O fiasco, there were other devils afoot this day. DFDS were, or so we
were led to believe, already a ferry down. High winds and running seas had led to several cancelled
sailings. A situation not helped by the Port of Calais being closed for a period the previous day. Hence
the 300-yard queue to French passport control that took three tedious hours to negotiate.

Once through, we were quickly singled out for contents inspection. A large ginger customs official with
an even larger ginger beard asked if we were carrying guns or knives? Guns – no. Gunn & Moore – yes,
several. Having had the fun almost queued out of us, this was not the time or place for whimsy. I
opened the van’s back doors. He shone his torch. Packing nothing more threatening than long handle
and leg guards we were soon waved on our way. Or just as far on our way to enable us to join the next
queue for check-in.
This took another two deeply frustrating hours. When we eventually reached the DFDS desk the
process took just five minutes. So out of schedule were the schedules – our original booking having
sailed 90 minutes earlier – that we were offered the choice of Calais or Dunkirk. To ease the pain, but
not the frustration, we were handed meal vouchers. It was going to take an awful lot of food to make
up for the last six hours. We eventually sailed a little after 7pm. To their credit the food was passable.
Although the choice of fried fish and chips might not have been the ideal choice once the swell took
hold of deck and digestive system.

Longtime project supporter and second driver, Ron, took the wheel for what we thought would be the
short journey to French Customs and another potentially lengthy delay. As each second passed,
however, Customs officials, warehouses, and barriers there came none! And so we continued. Only
when free of the port and its paraphernalia did we punch the air. No red tape. No duty to pay. And no
need for our invoices or spreadsheets of bags and itemized kit. Weary but elated, we drove the four
kilometers to our hotel. Having placed the van in secure parking we checked-in and headed to the bar
for a much-needed beer. But just the one. We were too knackered to make a night of what little
remained of the night. And, whisper it softly, there was an even longer day in prospect on the morrow.
2 APRIL: CALAIS – ESSEN
It was not a billet of sleeping, farting, snoring gunners as described by Spike Milligan in his war
memoirs, but our night in Calais had its moments. From my perspective, the lightest sleeper of we
three, the plan was to fall asleep first. Sadly, it was not to be. Result: a night that only Lady Macbeth
could truly appreciate along with no more than four miserable hours sleep. Breakfast helped but was
all too brief and we were soon outside in a perishingly cold Calais morning. To their eternal credit, our
contacts were already waiting in a nearby car park.
Ludovic was the local collector of the bags for Brive-la-Gaillarde in the Dordogne. The Brive connection
arose in early February via an email from Prad in La Rochelle. He explained that Natacha at the Brive
Baseball Club (baseball and cricket are part of the same federation in France and many baseball clubs
have a cricket section) had thirty refugees desperate to start a new cricket club but were short on kit.
Could we help? The only problem from the project’s perspective was getting the bags to the Dordogne.
Thankfully, Ludo stepped up to the plate.
While waiting for Tim and the van to arrive in the public car park, Hamid, from the Rennes connection,
introduced himself. Things were looking up. With both our recipients on hand we would be able to
distribute the bags and be on our way. Credit to Hamid and his three club colleagues, they had set off
from Rennes at 3am, battled through heavy snow showers, and were now, as we all were, freezing
and keen to start unloading bags.
We packed Ludo’s car first after which there were photographs (no prizes for spotting the haggard, illturned-out Englishman or the stylish, well-dressed Frenchman) and hurried goodbyes lest
hypothermia set in. With Tim in the van searching out bags, and Hamid and his crew loading, the task
was soon complete. As for the photo opportunity that followed, think little beyond – frozen in time!
Hamid was another contact courtesy of Prad. The Rennes connection have a growing cricketing
community through the age ranges and were thoroughly deserving of a large slice of the kit. And, lest
it be forgotten, they were willing to set out in the middle of a freezing night to come and collect.

The next task, with pictures
taken and goodbyes said, was
to navigate our way out of
Calais’s one-way system.
Thank you, Google Maps and
data roaming. With that, we
were on our way to Essen via
fifty-kilometer bite-size chunks
of France, Belgium, and
Holland. Unable to shake off
the low-pressure system, the
flat countryside enabled us to
watch developing weather
fronts as we continued to be
buffeted by strong winds and
snow flurries.
The one non-driver among the three, I assumed the long trek north-east would be mostly dual
carriageway. As proved to be the case in skirting Dunkirk, Bruges, Ghent, Antwerp, Breda, and
Eindhoven. Roadworks around Antwerp delayed us by thirty minutes, but other than that it was a
mercifully clear run. We arrived at Brian Mantle’s house in Essen a little after 3pm and quickly
decanted the bags for Berlin into his garage. After which we headed to our guesthouse for some muchneeded rest and recouperation.

As head of the Deutscher Cricket Bund, Brian has been in great media demand in recent years due to
the rise and rise of cricket in Germany. Five years ago, almost to the day, we turned up in Essen
answering the call for clothing and kit for the influx of refugees. And here we were again, minus Seth
Bennett of BBC World Service TV, but with another swag of much needed gear. As part of our DoverCalais recovery process, Brian took us to a nearby brewery/restaurant that evening where the local
ale was laced with sporting tales past and present.
As we walked home talk quickly turned to the continued chaos on the Dover-Calais ferry route. Given
that the guys had to make a detour to Lille on the way back for their 8pm sailing, I was keen for them
to get as earlier a start as possible. To this end, I found myself emailing our contacts for the Lille pickup
at 11.30 that night asking to bring their meet times forward. That done, there was another fitful night’s
sleep – haggard is as haggard does – ending at a ridiculous 4am!

3 APRIL: ESSEN – LILLE – CALAIS – BLIGHTY
The plan, after breakfast, is to get the guys on the road as-soon-as to give them the best possible
chance when next they encounter a ferry queue. They’re not overly happy about this as, for what we
hope is a short time, it’ll leave me in the guesthouse car park with eight large bags of cricket kit; an
ailing mobile phone; and a 13.45 train ticket to Berlin.

With the looming prospect of time outdoors I dress for Siberia: thermal drawers, rugby jersey, woolly
hat, gloves, and an extra fleece. The net result is a kind of Michelin Third Man. Whatever else this
weekend has achieved; I appear to have single-handedly taken British fashion and British dress sense
(if such exists) back into the Middle Ages. No worries. Eventually the guys are persuaded to head off,
first in pursuit of diesel, and then in the hope of a relatively traffic-free hack to Lille.
As if London buses, the guys from Oldenburg and Gelsenkirchen arrive at ten on the dot. While not a
Rennes starting time, Radhe and Shiva from Oldenburg set off at 6.45 this morning. So, a long morning
for them already. It doesn’t quite beat my own pre-tram-running rise and shine, but it’s commendable
all the same. Given the ever-widening German cricket community, I’m not at all surprised to find that
the guys know each other. After a good deal of cricket chat, we eventually get around to loading the
various cars leaving me with just my carry-on and daypack. Pictures, handshakes, and farewells follow
although I suspect we will have more clothing and kit down the line for these guys and their
progressively minded clubs.

As they head out of the car park, I wander the short distance to the local light-rail and a train to the
Essen Hbf. Once on my Berlin bound train I text Tim and Ron. They’ve made excellent time and have
already handed over four bags of kit to the guys from the Bengal Tigers CC in Paris. They’re just waiting
on Flavien to collect two bags of junior kit for Louise at the Arras CC. My next text is merely to tell
them – it being 3 o’clock and thus time hereabouts for kaffee & kuchen – that I’ve just ordered a large
coffee (to keep me awake) and a well-earned slice of warm apple cake. The boys have foregone such
fancies and are rapidly closing in on Calais.

Confronted by an enormous queue of parked lorries they sidle into what they hope is a car lane and
head towards check-in. On cue, a sign appears revealing this to be the lane for DFDS car traffic. Wait,
it gets better. Despite being booked on the 8pm sailing they happily accept the offered 5.30 slot and
now, with the pressure off, indulge in a few trip-defining selfies. Other than a bout of prolonged
headshaking at the ten-mile queue of lorries parked outside Dover, the journey to Reading is blissfully
uneventful and, after dropping Ron off and refuelling, Tim arrives back at base camp around 9.30. Life
is pretty peachy for me too as I make the apartment in Berlin around 6.30; there to toast a hugely
successful weekend before retiring to sleep the sleep of the worst dressed man in Europe!
9 APRIL: ESSEN – BERLIN – BAVARIA
One final picture remains of our recent road trip; the eight bags left in Essen for onward passage.
These were collected and couriered to Berlin a week later. Three of the bags are destined for the junior
and women’s section of the Berlin Cricket Academy. Another, with bats only, is for the women’s team
at Hellersdorfer AC. The last bag of the five for Berlin is set for Deep and his juniors in Chemnitz. After

DHL lost! the bag bound for Deep last summer, he has decided to come and collect. A wise decision.
The three remaining bags will head to Bavaria: two for the juniors at Erlangen CC and the other for
Munich.
Of the Munich connection, I received the
following message from Yasemin in early
January … I work in a therapeutic institution. Six
young refugees from Afghanistan are living at
this place and they love to play cricket. Right
now, it is not possible for them to play cricket in
a club. We have a big garden and parks nearby
where they could play on their own. They ask us
for cricket bats and a ball und would really wish
to play in the garden. Any sport activities have a
positive influence on their mental state.
Unfortunately, we cannot afford cricket
equipment. We would be really happy if a
donation is possible.
Tim and I thought we could do a little better than just bats and balls. As such, our bag for the guys
includes bats, pads, protective equipment, training shirts, tracksuits, and a helmet. Everything, in fact,
to almost start their own club. We wish them well. And that, every which way, is a fitting note on
which to bring this road trip to a close.
BASEMENT BERLIN

April wouldn’t be April without
time in a Berlin basement.
Fortunately, this year, the kit
has already been allocated and
the bags packed. So just
storage while we await
collection and send three on
their way to Bavaria by courier.

WEATHER WINDOW
Given that the English in general, and cricketers in particular, are fixated with the weather, and rightly
so given the vagaries of an English spring, a road trip weather window was always on the cards. A
window remember that began under cloudless skies, temperatures in the early twenties, and an
unseasonal search for the bottle of sunscreen. And then it all went to hell in a handmaid’s tale.

The day before we set off, Berkshire,
like much of the country, was hit by
high winds, hail, and snow. All the
more reason then for the current
crop of club cricketers to add to their
wish list of new bat and helmet the
very latest weather app.

By the time we reached the M20
the following morning our
thoughts were not of the
gathering chaos at the ferry
terminal, this was yet to come,
but of the newly discovered
Kentish snowfields. The state of
the roads and surrounding
farmland suggested we had just
missed the mother of all storms.

The accompanying strong winds
led to a degree of wrestling with
the steering wheel. In fact, for
once we were happy to have the
added weight of the kit bags. By
the time the queuing started we
were
sheltered
from
the
elements. The temperature,
however, had dropped alarmingly
and was now just a shiver or two
above glacial!

The snow showers followed us across The Channel so too the low temperatures. The above image was
taken at 09.52 on the Saturday morning as we headed towards the Belgium border. This was weather
for Oklahoma storm chasers not for carousing kit carriers. Even a brief rest stop in Holland was cut
short by the need to escape the icy winds and return hurriedly to the van. The weather relented by
late Sunday afternoon and Tim and Ron reported The Channel to be no more threatening than a midsummer mill pond.

Beneficiaries+

Lebanon
Alsama CC
In early March, thanks to our friends at the MCC Foundation, four bags of project kit – a hundred
wooden bats and balls – were handed to the Alsama CC for their project with Syrian children both in
the Shatila refugee camp and at cricket hubs in the Bekaa. James, one of the MCC party writes …
Sarah and I have just returned from an
incredibly eye-opening trip in Lebanon.
The children of Alsama Project are truly
inspirational; their ability to smile and
show great strength and perseverance in
the face of everything they have been
through in Syria and are now enduring in
the camps is remarkable. I attach some
photos documenting the journey of your
generously donated cricket kit. It went
down very well (as you can see)...! Many
thanks for your wonderful support. We
cannot overstate how much we and the
Alsama team in Beirut appreciate it.

Portugal
In late February I received the following email from Ricardo at the NGO Social Innovation Sports …
We are a not-for-profit organization using sports
as a tool for social inclusion. One of the areas we
are developing is the use of cricket to include and
empower refugees and migrants in the society.
Currently we are just starting a new club in a
region called Beira Interior, namely in the cities
of Fundão, Castelo Branco and Covilhã, where
we are working with close to 100
unaccompanied children that where living
as asylum-seekers in harsh conditions on the
Greek Islands and are being relocated in
Portugal for the past 2 years. Any support you
can offer will be more than welcome.
We currently have five bags of kit on standby to be ferried to Heathrow for onward flight to Ricardo
and his team in Portugal.

Front Foot Forum

For all the latest Project Front Foot news and information please click on our Facebook page at
www.facebook.com/projectfrontfoot/.

ILKLEY CC
In late February I received the following email from Sarah Wenham at the Ilkley CC …
Hi Vic
Wondered if you could help? Ilkley Cricket Club has suffered yet more flood damage last weekend.
This is 4 times in 5 years that it has happened, leading to the clubhouse being ruined (after each time
it is refurbed). They are looking at longer term plans of trying to rebuild the club on stilts as the issue
is obviously not going to go away. I just wondered if you could share their Just Giving page (link below)
with your contacts so that maybe others around the UK could donate a little something? Anything you
could do would be amazing!
https://www.justgiving.com/crowdfunding/ilkleycricketclubfloodrepairsandclubhouserebuild?utm_t
erm=w6MvmBwmn
Thanks
Sarah
PFF: the pictures below are courtesy of the Ilkley CC Facebook page. The post reads … snow, followed
by rain and then the floods. Tough few days at the ICC. Cleanup and assess damage starts Monday
morning .

Project Rewind

The Akanksha Foundation
In the countdown to our spring 2018 visit
to Mumbai the project platform was
simple: let’s have some fun, do some
good. Both were achieved at the GSB
sports ground in late February with the
children of The Akanksha Foundation.
Off camera, the PFF banner was hoisted
and stabilised by two of the HB Sports
coaching staff perching precariously on
flimsy plastic chairs. Equally chaotic, the
one-size Kwik Cricket T-shirts saw kids
rushing to mum for that essential tuck
and tweak. There was growing curiosity
too in the kit with arm guards proving a
complete mystery; the pink skill balls a
little too pink perhaps for their own
good; and wicket-keeping gloves always
fun to touch and try. A hugely successful
handover, then, and one that will live
long in the memory.
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And finally …
although we’ve only just placed last summer’s kit donations, we start over again early next month
with plans for our fifteenth annual Summer Kit Appeal. Emails to this effect will hit the wires shortly
with collections scheduled for the season’s end.
As in previous years, we’re looking for literally anything cricket-related: helmets to boots and
everything in between that’s of good enough quality and condition to recycle. This goes for both senior
and junior (including All Stars and Kwik Kricket) clothing and equipment.
There is a growing need on the continent for junior sized clothing and equipment as clubs look to start
both a junior and women’s section. So do please put the word around your club and members. All
enquiries and offers of kit to be forwarded to Vic at:

projectfrontfoot@gmail.com

And (really) finally …

a word on the publication below. Penned by project founder, Vic Mills, Of BATTENBERG, BOMBAY AND
BLAG: Tales of a Club Cricketer Gone Rogue is set for a bookstore near you from 4 July. A quirky look
at all levels of the game through first-hand and opinion pieces, the book includes the full story behind
Project Front Foot’s decade-long adventure in India along with our current support of refugee
cricketers.

Vic Mills. Berlin. April 2022.

